Newsletter for Oban & The Isles Airports—including Oban, Coll and Colonsay

TOUCHDOWN
Winter 2016/2017

Let The Festivities Begin

In this issue we will
discuss the latest
information regarding
the Airports and find out
what plans are being put
into place for the new
year. We will be looking
at the current
operations and facilities
available. We will also be
looking back at some of
our visitors for 2016.
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At this time of year, most
people start to think about
presents, parties, loved ones and
also reflection of the year past.
As we all know, some services
do not shut down over the
period and are available 24hrs a
day 7 days a week so spare a
thought for those dedicated
people.. Particularly at this time
of year.
Of course not everyone is
looking to enjoy the snow
covered mountains and the low
temperatures, and using what
holidays are available, they may
even look to escape to the sun
(and warmth) and generally the
quickest way is to fly. Many
airlines do operate throughout
the festive period although on
reduced services. For the major
Airports, the infrastructure
includes plans to ensure the
aircraft and the Runways/
Taxiways are kept free of snow
and ice. This is a costly affair and
one which is not easily absorbed
by smaller Airports. The benefits
are that not only does business
keep moving, but holidaymakers
get to their destinations.
Often forgotten is the journey

Island Service
Please note that the scheduled
service operated by Hebridean
Air Services will be providing
flights as per the normal
timetable up to and including
the 22nd Dec 2016. Flights will
recommence on 28th and 29th
December and thereafter
normal service is resumed on
4th Jan 2017.

to get to the Airports. The
road networks have also to be
kept free of Snow and Ice as
much as is possible and this in
part is thanks to the many
lorries active through the night
ploughing the snow and
spreading grit/salt.
Here at Oban Airport, we
don’t have an active Snow/Ice
plan as the historic data shows
the number of times it has
affected the service is very low.
Of course we do get the
occasional excessive winters
where even parts of the sea

Winter 2016
start to freeze or a heavy
snowfall lands on the Airport
however, we don’t possess the
equipment or materials to
effectively clear the Airport as
the materials we are allowed to
use (that don’t damage aircraft)
are very expensive and some also
have an environmental impact.
That said, we do what we can
with limited resources in order
for those on the Islands to get
home. Oban Airport is closed
only on the 25/26 Dec and 01/02
Jan 2017.

NOTE: Those operators
permitted to use the airport
Out of Hours, may still do so.
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Oban Airport Open Day Event
During the weekend of August
26/27th 2017 Oban Airport
are hoping to have an open
day event. This will include
access to some interesting
aircraft, other static displays
and some stalls to purchase
local products and other
interesting items. The details
for the event are still to be
finalised but we hope it will
prove as successful as the
Catalina visit back in 2013.

(thomas.eddleston@argyll-bute.gov.uk)
Due to limited parking, and in order to maintain safety on
the airport, this will be a ticket only event.

Anyone interested in
displaying or wishing to get
involved should contact the
Station Manager at Oban
Airport by email ……..

Exercise Poseidon 29th April 2017
Oban Airport is due to carry
out its regular bi-annual
exercise and the plans are for
this to be done in April 2017.
The exercise is designed to
test the response to an
emergency on or near to the
airport with the attendance of
many different agencies.

water is not what we are
equipped to do and
therefore we can only assist
with shore based activities.
The exercise has to be
coordinated during any

The theme for this exercise
will be an aircraft that has
been unfortunate enough to
end up in the sea at the end of
the Runway. This is
particularly difficult for land
based crews as going into the

search and rescue not to
mention obtaining details from
the airline and the application
of medical aid. The airport
does carry some equipment to
facilitate self-rescue and this
will be on show.
For fans of the film Sully, this
may be something to
watch……
Please bear in mind that
anyone wishing to view the
exercise may do so but for
reasons of safety, keep clear of
emergency services operations.

All Change for Christmas
For what will be essentially
the third year in a row, we are
about to lose one of the
Firefighter / AFISO crew due
to retirement. One of the
original team members since
2007, John Ferris came to
work at the airport after
leaving what was then
Strathclyde Fire and Rescue.
He has had a long and
distinguished career in the
emergency services and the
airport has benefitted from his
experiences and guidance.

Work has been underway to
recruit a potential
replacement and hopefully in
the next newsletter we will be
able to introduce someone to
you all. As it is John will be
leaving us before 2017 but will
still be residing in the area and
will hopefully pop in to see us
from time to time. For those
that may not know John, he is
usually the first to meet and
greet anybody visiting so there
is a chance you have met him.
His earlier Career was with

the Royal Navy as a man tasked
with locating the Golden Rivet
(old Forces Comment). He still
reminds us all of those days
with passion and gusto.
John will be missed by many
here at the airport and on
behalf of all the staff, we wish
him all the very best in his
retirement.
Oban Airport Team
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Coll & Colonsay
Coll and Colonsay are two
small Islands to the West of
Scotland. Each one has there
own individual charm but
equally they have character and
both are very much worth a
visit. You can fly there direct
from Oban Airport by
Hebridean Air Services or by
Ferry from Oban. It is also
possible to link from the nearby
Islands of Tiree and Islay which
have direct flights to/from
Glasgow Airport.
Once on the island, there are
plenty of things to see and do
and some information can be
picked up from the airport or

local tourist information office.
The Islanders are a welcoming
people who will generally go
out of their way to make you
feel special. There is plenty of
accommodation but be aware
that in peak seasons, it does get
pretty much booked up so best
to plan ahead.

insurance document has to be produced on
application. The whole process can take a few minutes
if you have the documents to hand. Details can be
found on the website.

For pilots of aircraft wishing to
fly in to Coll and Colonsay, PPR
must be obtained via Oban
Airport and payment of fees
must also be arranged. To fly in
to these Islands, you will need
to have an indemnity which
does not cost anything but a
form must be completed and

Advertise with us
These days getting your business
noticed comprises of many different
media types from posters to TV ads.
Social media has also taken off as the
place to get noticed but what
shouldn’t be underestimated is the
power to appeal to an audience
during day to day routines. Here at
Oban we currently have some
advertising space in each WC area
which can be a very effective way to
target an audience. Why not contact
the reception for more information.

Major Investments
Fort William is about an hours drive
north of Oban Airport and is well
known for its visitors to the UK’s
highest Mountain. This tourism employs
a number of people both directly and
indirectly. Of course there are other
things to see and do in the area but one
of the most significant developments of
late is the take over of the Rio Tinto
Smelter plant. The company that have
taken over, Liberty and Simec have just
this week had their grand opening
attended by the First Minister. It was
particularly nice to hear about the
creation of possible job opportunities as
well as safeguarding some existing ones.
Of course any investment into the
West of Scotland would be good for
many people. Use of Oban Airport by

the company has increased recently and
we hope to see many more visits in the
coming year. We await what impact it
may have but we encourage businesses
of all types to see what the West Coast
of Scotland has to offer. I know the
views alone from our regional Airport
are amongst the best in the world.
There are opportunities to be had and
explored for those with an idea to
move to this location.
After all…...Why wouldn’t you?

About The Airports

Oban and the Isles Airports are owned and operated by Argyll and Bute
Council. The three airports, Oban, Coll and Colonsay are licensed by the
CAA and have been operating since 2008.
Oban Airport - +44 (0)1631 572910

Hebridean Air Services - 0845 805 7465
Oban Airport
North Connel
Argyll
PA37 1SW
Phone: 01631 572910
E: obanairport@argyll-bute.gov.uk

www.obanandtheislesairports.com

Reflection of 2016
It would seem that 2016 has flown past (pardon the pun) and has brought many
new challenges. With ever tightening budgets and changes to legislation, it
seems the task of keeping business moving has really been a credit to all
involved. Here at the airports, we have had a change of Airline ownership and
some changes to personnel however, adapting to the changes has proved to be
relatively smooth.
The year has also been known for the loss of many famous celebrities as well as
some personal losses. The teams here at Oban, Coll and Colonsay have
maintained the airports whilst our friends at Airtask/Hebridean Air Services,
Border Air/FlyScenic Scotland and Argyll Air Sports have continued to grow and
provide services to the community and visitors alike.
We would like to take this opportunity to wish them all well for 2017 along
with all our supporters and people involved in the challenging industry known as
aviation.
Thank you for all your support

Stormy Weather
OBAN AIRPORT

As the first of the seasons storm are about to hit. Please take care when travelling and plan
ahead for your journey. There are many websites and radio stations that will keep you up
to date but also please heed advise from our Emergency Services. Lets all be safe out there.

OBAN AIRPORT

Call us for
information on
filming or
meetings at one
of the most
scenic airports
in the UK

And Finally
The Newsletter has been produced to keep people informed about the airport and aviation in
general. It is still compiled by one person and all images and logo’s have been used by permission
from the owners, or are freely available for distribution. Readers can submit articles for inclusion
and also tell us what you think so future publications can take your comments into account.
Some of the articles include opinions that belong to the Author and do not necessarily reflect the
full opinions of any organisation.

